
Daybench Jumbo

This is a bench. A really beautifully proportioned and well executed bench. It
does not connect to the internet, disrupt industry or reimagine a damn thing. It's
just good. Also available in a smaller size. This leather is beautifully natural and
dynamic. It is intended to patina with use and time. Images are intended to be
representative of the material, but all hides are unique, this means each piece
will possess slightly different characteristics such as scars and stretch marks.
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Product Details

Powder-coated steel base
Maharam Mantle in Future / Parsley: 59% Post-
Consumer Recycled Polyester / 37% Polyester / 4%
Spandex | 100,000 Double Rubs
Maharam upholstery fabrics are Green Guard and Green
Guard Gold certified to meet the standards for low
chemical emissions and VOCs, contributing to healthy
indoor air
Ink Leather: an aniline leather with a soft matte finish and
velvety feel
Blush / Grey Green Leather: a full aniline leather that will
burnish and patina with wear; Features subtle shading
and a high level of natural markings
Camel Leather: an aniline leather that has been
burnished and polished to create a cool hand and velvety
texture with a slight sheen, enhancing the natural
character of the leather; A lovely patina will develop over
time
Oxblood Leather: a full grain aniline leather with a soft
and smooth hand
Natural characteristics will be visible enhancing the
character of the leather; Color variation is a signature to
the authenticity of natural leather
Some assembly required

* Spring Sale prices valid through 5/7/2023

YB1-JDAYOB-CA CAMEL LEATHER / OBLIVION $1,995 $1,596
YB1-JDAYPT-CA CAMEL LEATHER / PUTTY $1,995 $1,596
YB1-JDAYOB-IN INK LEATHER / OBLIVION $1,995 $1,596
YB1-JDAYOB-FU MAHARAM MANTLE IN FUTURE / OBLIVION $1,695 $1,356
YB1-JDAYPT-FU MAHARAM MANTLE IN FUTURE / PUTTY $1,695 $1,356
YB1-JDAYOB-PS MAHARAM MANTLE IN PARSLEY / OBLIVION $1,695 $1,356
YB1-JDAYPT-PS MAHARAM MANTLE IN PARSLEY / PUTTY $1,695 $1,356
YB1-JDAYPT-GG GREY GREEN LEATHER / PUTTY $1,995 $1,596
YB1-JDAYPT-BH BLUSH LEATHER / PUTTY $1,995 $1,596
YB1-JDAYBH-BH BLUSH LEATHER / BLUSH $1,995 $1,596
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